Transit Strategies

REGIONAL RAPID BUS
Most decisions regarding transportation involve time and cost, and most transit services are slower
than private vehicles. However, when transit is faster or nearly as fast, many travelers will choose to
travel by transit instead of by car. RIPTA currently provides a number of long distance regional
services – for example, between Woonsocket and Providence and between Newport and Providence
– that serve large volumes of passengers. However, these routes are often slowed by congestion,
and the development of transit priority along these routes and better circulation in an out of stations
could make service much faster and thus more convenient.
Strategies to develop Regional Bus services include:
1.

Operate service along major highways in a combination of regular traffic lanes, high‐
occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, or along the shoulders.

2. Develop stations within highway rights‐of‐way and/or with efficient circulation to and from
stops and stations that are located outside of the freeway right‐of‐way.
Bus Station in Freeway Median on I‐35W in Minneapolis, MN
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Regional Rapid Bus Operations
Regional Rapid Bus services can operate in a number of operating environments, which include
limited access lanes, on highway shoulders, and in general traffic. Typically, different operating
strategies are used in different locations and in combination with one another.
Lane Type

Access

Cost

Revenue

Compatible Stop Design

DEDICATED BUS
LANES

Bus only

$$$

None

In median, on interchange
ramp, or on shoulder

HIGH‐
OCCUPANCY
VEHICLE (HOV)
LANES

Bus, vehicles w/ 2+
(or 3+) passengers

$‐$$$

None

Ideally in median
If on interchange ramp, likely
must merge across traffic

HIGH‐
OCCUPANCY
TOLL (HOT)
LANES

Bus, vehicles w/ 2+
(or 3+) passengers,
toll‐paying vehicles
w/ fewer passengers

$‐$$$

From tolls on
low‐
occupancy
vehicles

Ideally in median
If on interchange ramp, likely
must merge across traffic

HIGHWAY
SHOULDERS

Bus only

$‐$$

None

Within interchange or on
shoulder

GENERAL
TRAFFIC

All traffic

$0

None

Possible to develop within
interchanged or on shoulder

Dedicated Bus Lanes
Regional Rapid Bus‐type services primarily operate along highways and other high‐speed roads. In
the 1970s, exclusive bus lanes were developed on freeways in Washington, DC, New Jersey, and
California in order to separate buses from congestion. However, most dedicated freeway bus lanes
have been converted to HOV or HOT lanes. Today, and as described further below, most dedicated
bus lanes are short segments that provide access and egress to stations and stops so that buses can
avoid entering local traffic.

Limited Access Lanes (HOV and HOT)
Most exclusive bus lanes were later converted to HOV lanes, and today, nearly all highway bus
services operate in general traffic, High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) or High Occupancy Toll (HOT)
lanes, and on shoulders. These lanes only allow buses and cars with multiple people. HOT lanes also
allow lower occupancy vehicles to pay a toll to use the lane.
One challenge for these services is that most HOV lanes are the leftmost lanes, which require buses
to weave across all lanes of traffic to serve stops that are off the highway. To avoid this situation,
transit stations are now being constructed in freeway medians where they can be easily accessed
from HOV lanes.

Shoulder‐Running Bus Service
Buses can run on existing highway and arterial shoulders in order to bypass cars in congestion.
Shoulder operations also allow buses to reach freeway exits and right‐turns more easily. For more
information on shoulder‐running service, see the “Bus on Shoulder” strategy paper.
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Service in General Traffic
With service in general traffic, no special considerations are provided for bus service, and bus service
operates in the same manner and at the same speed as all other traffic. Most express bus services –
including RIPTA’s – operate in general traffic. Though this type of operation is lower cost than other
lane types, buses often get stuck in traffic during peak hours, leading to just as slow or slower travel
times than car‐commuting.

Circulation to Stops and Stations
One of the most time‐consuming aspects of regional bus service can be the time it takes to get off
the fast‐moving arterials or highways in order to serve local stops and then get back on again. To
reduce these delays, many areas have developed stops and stations that are located directly along
highways, with most “retrofitted” into existing infrastructure. For highways, there are generally
three types of stops and stations:
Stop Location

Interactions

Cost

Bus Travel Time

Passenger Access

HIGHWAY
SHOULDER

Bus only or enter
general traffic

$‐$$$

Medium

Most Walking

INTERCHANGE
RAMP

Enter general
traffic

$‐$$

Slow

Moderate Walking

HIGHWAY
MEDIAN

Bus only

$$‐$$$

Fast

Some Walking

Highway Shoulders
Freeway bus stops can be along the shoulder on the rightmost side of a route, connected by
pedestrian walkway to a park‐and‐ride and/or local streets. Adding exclusive slip ramps, solely for
connection to bus stations before reentering the freeway, can increase safety and convenience for
passengers, as well as allow buses to come to a stop to pick up passengers without disrupting traffic.

Interchange Ramp
Stations and stops can be situated on freeway interchange ramps, where routes transition onto local
streets or other freeways and stops are connected via pedestrian path to the street or park‐and‐ride.
Travel times may be longer compared to other types of Freeway BRT stops because buses are
subject to intersection delays between off‐ and on‐ramps, but adding bus queue jump lanes can
mitigate these delays.

Highway Median
Stations can be built in the middle of freeways to allow for passenger pick‐up on the leftmost side of
routes. Passengers usually access these stations through stairs and elevators from a street above or
below the freeway, or using a footbridge from a parallel street or park‐and‐ride. Exclusive slip ramps
from the left side of traffic are often used to access these stations, allowing for seamless travel
without exiting the freeway.
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Park and Rides
Many regional bus stops and stations also function as park‐and‐rides, since people are driving from
suburban and rural areas to reach transit services to travel downtown. Building adequate facilities to
connect transit to other modes such as driving can encourage more people to take transit. In
addition to parking, agencies can put in place passenger drop‐off/pick‐up zones, bike facilities, and
car‐share to enable more multi‐modal connections.

Regional Rapid Bus Examples
Denver and Boulder, CO
In early 2016, the Flatiron Flyer, 18 miles of an express bus service with some elements of BRT,
opened between Denver and Boulder. The line has 6 stops, and is served by a combination of all‐stop
and express service. Most freeway stations also include park and ride lots and connections to local
bus services.
The service uses the US 36 Express Lanes, which are HOT lanes that allow for free passage for
motorcycles and cars with three or more people and tolled passage for cars with one or two. The
stop styles vary based on station, using both on shoulder and on interchange ramps types:
US 36 Freeway Bus Station with Exclusive Slip Ramps: Broomfield Station




Broomfield Station, with a 1,500 space parking garage, is located along exclusive bus slip
ramps, and a pedestrian bridge that provides access across the freeway and to the parking
garage.
At the McCaslin Station, the bus stops have been developed on the southbound off‐ramp
and the northbound on‐ramp. This configuration requires buses to exit the freeway and to
travel through the traffic lights at the ends of the freeway ramps. This operation is slower
than the exclusive slip ramps in Broomfield, but still fairly direct.
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As in Broomfield, this station has a pedestrian bridge that provides access across the freeway
and to the park‐and‐ride lot. RTD is also planning to develop bus queue jump lanes along the
interchange ramps to reduce intersection delays.
US 36 Freeway Bus Station Along Interchange Ramps: McCaslin Station

Minneapolis, MN
I‐35W Median Station: Minneapolis, MN

As part of the development of BRT service along I‐35W between Lakeville and Minneapolis, Metro
Transit opened a transit station in the median of I‐35W in 2010. This station is accessed from exclusive
bus slip lanes to the median station. However, unlike most freeway bus stations, the I‐35W station is
designed only to serve the local area and bus connections and does not provide commuter parking.
This station was constructed within a narrow median and uses center platforms to reduce the station
width. However, most buses only have doors on the right side, which is the wrong side for typical
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center platform operations. To deal with this issue, once within the bus‐only area, buses cross over
to the left side so that they can board and alight passengers through their right‐side doors.

Los Angeles, CA
The Silver Line started as two express bus routes, one on I‐10 and another on I‐110, which were
rebranded and combined into a continuous route. It provides freeway service from San Pedro to
Downtown Los Angeles and from Downtown Los Angeles to El Monte. Within downtown, the Silver
Line provides local service.
The I‐110 and I‐10 freeways have Express Lanes, which are two HOT lanes in each direction that are
separate from and located in between general traffic. The Silver Line, other express buses, carpools,
and toll‐paying solo drivers use these lanes. On the I‐110, the express lane is called the “Harbor
Transitway.”
Along the freeway route, the stops for the Silver Line are mostly located in the median. The Harbor
Transitway has five stations located in the median, and buses access these stations via bus‐only slip
ramps from and to the HOT lanes. Pedestrian access to the stations is from the local streets below
the freeway overpass, and in some cases, also via pedestrian bridges.
I‐110 Freeway Median Bus Station: Manchester Road, Los Angeles, CA

Marin County, CA
North of San Francisco, Golden Gate Transit and Caltrans have developed a number of bus stops on
US 101, which is the major freeway to and from San Francisco. These freeway stops were some of the
first in the county and were developed within partial cloverleaf interchanges by constructing bus‐
only connector lanes between off and on ramps. In comparison to the newer freeway bus stations
described above, the US 101 stations are very simple, and use sidewalks built between the
interchange ramps for access to and from the stops, and sidewalks along the highway overpasses for
pedestrian flow from one side of the highway to the other. The walking distances between the
opposite stations are relatively long, and, at the Corte Madera stop, passengers frequently cut across
the southbound on‐ramp to shorten their walks.
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US 101 Freeway Bus Station between Interchange Legs: Corte Madera, CA

Seattle, WA
Freeway Bus Station in Median: Mountlake Terrance, WA

Sound Transit, which provides commuter service in the Seattle area, recently opened Mountlake
Terrace Freeway Station in the median of I‐5. Along this section of I‐5, commuter bus service
operates in left‐hand HOV lanes and accesses the station via exclusive bus slip lanes from and to the
HOV lanes. This station also includes 890 parking spaces, most of which are in a garage, and a
pedestrian bridge across the eastern side of the freeway to connect all of the elements. The station
was built in an area where there was a sufficiently wide median, which (unlike the I‐35W station in
Minneapolis) had sufficient room for outside platforms.
Stations are located alongside the arterials and are equipped with ticket vending machines and off‐
board payment. Buses have three doors for fast boarding. The first door features a wheelchair ramp
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and the third entrance has bike racks inside the door. Buses get signal priority, and routes include a
combination of queue jump lanes, dedicated transit lanes, bus‐and‐turn lanes, and general traffic
lanes.

Potential Regional Rapid Bus Service in Rhode Island
The development of Regional Rapid Bus service provides the opportunity to significantly upgrade the
service on existing regional routes, develop new routes, and improve transit access throughout the
state.

Routes
RIPTA has two major regional routes that could potentially be upgraded to Regional Rapid Bus
service with some or all of the features described above:



Route 54 Woonsocket – Providence
Route 60 Newport – Providence via East Bay

Four secondary regional routes that could be upgraded to Regional Rapid Bus service include:





Newport – Providence via East Bay
Newport – South Kingstown/URI
Narragansett – Providence
URI – Providence

There are also other existing routes, including express routes, that provide more limited service but
could benefit from more selective Regional Rapid Bus‐type improvements. Starting points for the
development of Regional Rapid Bus service are shown below.

Transit Priority
Currently, all regional and express routes operate in mixed traffic, which slows down commute times
during heavy congestion. The most significant opportunities in Rhode Island would be bus on
shoulder service (as described in the Bus on Shoulder Service strategy paper). There may also be
opportunities to develop short sections of bus lanes/queue jump lanes. One potential location would
be along Route 146 leading up to the traffic lights at the intersection of Sayles Hill Road.

Stations
Bus stops and stations can be integrated into highway infrastructure to eliminate the often lengthy
times required to get to and from off‐line park and ride lots. Due to the costs involved, a focus for
these facilities would need to be on locations that service multiple routes and/or that provide
frequent service – for example, along I‐95 north of Route 4 and Route 146 between Woonsocket and
Providence. Potential locations could include:
Freeway/Highway

Potential Location

I‐95





New station in Woonsocket near Route 146
New station Warwick
New station Cranston

RI 146



Better access to/from Lincoln Mall
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New station in the vicinity of Twin Rivers
New station in North Providence

Since RIPTA buses will mostly travel in the left‐most lane, stations can be put in place either along the
highway shoulder or interchange ramps. Currently, there are some stations close to the highway that
require buses to exit and drive around local routes to get to the stop; moving those stations right
along the interchange ramps can speed up boardings and alightings. If new stations are built along
the highway shoulder, RIDOT can put in slip ramps so that buses can bypass general traffic to get to
the stops.
Additionally, the Regional Rapid Bus network can be connected to new mobility hubs suggested in
the Mobility Hub Transit Strategy document. These hubs can connect the regional routes to local
routes and other forms of transportation.

Network of Regional Rapid Bus and Mobility Hubs
The map on the following page shows regional bus lines that can be improved to become Regional
Rapid Bus. Adding more frequent service for longer hours, off‐board payment, better bus stop
facilities, and other characteristics can help strengthen the network of regional services in Rhode
Island. The map also shows potential mobility hubs, some of which can be linked to these routes.
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Potential Regional Rapid Lines and Mobility Hubs
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